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In partnership with the Pennsylvania Department of Community and Economic Development, 
Ben Franklin Technology Partners and its network of clients continue to bring cutting-edge 
ideas that directly impact Pennsylvania’s economy to market. Ben Franklin attracts and 
retains in-demand talent by driving investments in early-stage firms, supporting innovation 
in established manufacturers, and fostering an entrepreneurial ecosystem that cultivates the 
types of career opportunities that top workers seek.

The statewide initiative continues to pay huge dividends for the Commonwealth, with clients 
generating more than $2 billion in revenue and securing $917 million in post-Ben Franklin 
financing. Ben Franklin also supported 1,647 companies and helped clients create nearly 2,438 
jobs while retaining 12,923 more positions, the report found. Ben Franklin clients continued to 
drive Pennsylvania’s economy with innovation and entrepreneurial efforts, developing 158 
software copyrights and patents and launching 380 new products and processes.

Launched nearly 40 years ago, Ben Franklin serves all 67 counties through four regionally 
based centers in Pittsburgh, State College, Bethlehem, and Philadelphia, with several satellite 
offices spread across the state.
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INNOVATION IS...

Everywhere
With four regionally based centers and several satellite offices, Ben Franklin investments and 
critical support services are spread across Pennsylvania, serving all 67 counties to keep 
high-paying jobs here by focusing on the needs of local early-stage firms, tech-based busi-
nesses, innovative small manufacturers, and the entrepreneurs who lead these companies.

Equitable
Ben Franklin oversees a diverse portfolio of investments that include women-run and minori-
ty-led businesses, CEOs from a variety of backgrounds and experiences, and innovators who 
have come to Pennsylvania from other countries to pursue their entrepreneurial dreams. 
Today, Ben Franklin is one of the nation’s most active and progressive investors in diverse 
founders of seed-stage, high-tech companies, and established manufacturers..

Transformative
When most people think of innovation, they think of computers, microchips, or other 
tech-based devices that push the boundaries of what we think is possible. But innovation is 
not so narrowly defined. Innovation also includes advances in manufacturing, life sciences 
and health care, and a variety of everyday products and services that all of us utilize in our 
daily lives.

The Answer 
Pennsylvania’s resilience has always been one of its greatest attributes. Through ingenuity, 
technology, and skillful implementation, Ben Franklin’s work continues to help Pennsylvania 
maintain and grow a strong economy by supporting new enterprises and vital traditional 
industries, helping them apply technology to compete and succeed in a global marketplace.
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